**OVERVIEW**
- Cold weather will grip the region by the middle of next week and persist through the holiday weekend.
- There is the potential that a storm or two could interact with this cold air resulting in wintry precipitation.

**TIMING**
- December 22-23rd with the potential for another storm a few days later.
- There is a lot of uncertainty in the timing of any wintry precipitation.

**HAZARDS & IMPACTS**
- Potential for some accumulating snow anywhere across the region. Greatest potential is across central, northern and western VA though there is a chance snow could extend into some coastal regions.
- There is a lot of uncertainty in snow forecasts this far out and forecasting snow amounts on any given day is not possible at this time.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**
- Those with travel plans late next week and through the holiday weekend should check forecasts next week. A larger portion of the eastern US could experience more than one round of wintry weather from Dec 23rd through the 26th.